
Notice about the Launch and Purchase Recommendation of new "PQDT Degree 

Dissertation" Platform 

 

PQDT full-text database of degree dissertation is the most complete and 

high-quality domestic database providing excellent master's thesis of foreign universities 

(mainly in North America). By March 29, 2019, the foreign master's thesis reach a total 

number of  762,881, and 60,774 dissertation were updated in 2018. This excellent 

database covers the dissertation that have passed master's or PhD's assessment every 

year in most North American universities and thousands of higher education institutions 

in other parts of the world. The master's and PhD's dissertation of many world-renowned 

universities are also included in this database, including Harvard University, 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge University, Stanford University, Hong 

Kong University of Science and Technology. 

PQDT launches the new platform with added function of “purchase 

recommendation". Our University plans to order 200 ProQuest foreign degree 

dissertations, and thus welcomes the recommendation of researchers across the 

university. The deadline for recommendation is October 30, 2019. The specific purchase 

recommendation process is as follows: 

1. open the website 

Readers can find the "ProQuest degree dissertation PQDT" in the "Common 

Database" or "English Database" list on our library website, click to access, or directly 

enter www.pqdtcn.com. 

2. Click the “User Center” icon in the upper right corner to register and log in to 

your personal account. 

3. Search and browse, enter the term to be searched in the search bar, and the search 

result will appear on the webpage. 

4. selection of dissertation, Three kinds of icons indicate three types of dissertations: 

icon 1 is dissertation pending for purchase; icon 2 is the archived dissertation which are 

not available for purchase yet; icon 3 is all the full-text dissertation our university has 

had, and there is no need to order. Readers are expected to select from "pending" 

dissertations and click on “荐购”. 

http://210.34.85.102/v3/gourl.asp?rid=338
http://210.34.85.102/v3/gourl.asp?rid=338


 

 

After the recommendation, readers can track the real time status of purchase through 

"my recommendation" in their personal account. The review status as "passed” indicates 

that the library agrees to purchase the dissertation recommended by the reader. If the 

purchase is successful with full-text, the system will automatically send an email to the 

email address as provided by the reader's registered account. 

Note: The information such as email address must be filled in accurately so as not to 

affect reader's personalized service. 
 




